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ABSTRACT

Relativistically broadened and redshifted 6.4 – 6.9 keV iron K lines are observed from many accretion

powered objects, including X-ray binaries and active galactic nuclei (AGN). Existence of gas close to

the central engine implies large radiation intensities and correspondingly large gas densities if the gas

is to remain partially ionized. Simple estimates indicate that high gas densities are needed to allow

survival of iron against ionization. These are high enough that rates for many atomic processes are
affected by mechanisms related to interactions with nearby ions and electrons. Radiation intensities are

high enough that stimulated processes can be important. Most models currently in use for interpreting

relativistic lines use atomic rate coefficients designed for use at low densities and neglect stimulated

processes. In our work so far we have presented atomic structure calculations with the goal of providing
physically appropriate models at densities consistent with line-emitting gas near compact objects.

In this paper we apply these rates to photoionization calculations, and produce ionization balance

curves and X-ray emissivities and opacities which are appropriate for high densities and high radiation

intensities. The final step in our program will be presented in a subsequent paper: Model atmosphere

calculations which incorporate these rates into synthetic spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION

Relativistically broadened and shifted iron K lines

have now been observed from most of the galactic

black hole X-ray binaries and active galactic nuclei

(AGN) which are bright enough to allow detection, and

from many accreting neutron stars (Cackett et al. 2010;
Ludlam et al. 2020). This implies gas within ∼10 –

100 gravitational radii (RG = GM/c2 = 1.47 × 105

cm for M = 1M⊙) of the compact object. Variability

timescales (Uttley et al. 2014) suggest that the source
of continuum radiation comes from a region which is

no larger than the region responsible for line emission.

Iron K line emission can be produced by reprocessing

the strong X-ray continuum via inner shell fluorescence.

In this process, an X-ray photoionizes a K shell electron
in an ion followed by a radiative line emission involving

a transition of an L-shell electron to the K-hole. Be-

cause of this mechanism, iron K line emission can be
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produced, with varying efficiency, by essentially any ion

of iron with the exception of fully stripped, bare nuclei.

The detection of the K lines provides a limit on the de-

gree of ionization in the gas responsible for the emission.

This can be described in terms of the ionization param-
eter, ξ = 4πF/ne, where F is the local radiation flux

and ne is the gas density. Photoionization models show

that iron is fully ionized if ξ ≥ 105 erg cm s−1 for plau-

sible choices for the spectral energy distribution (SED)
(Kallman and Bautista 2001). As an example, in the

galactic black hole candidate LMC X-1 approximately

90% of the line emission must come from within 10 RG

of the compact object (Steiner et al. 2012) and the con-

tinuum luminosity and mass are L ≤ 1.8× 1038 erg s−1,
M =4 – 10 M⊙ (McClintock & Remillard 2006). There-

fore the continuum flux in the line emitting region must

be

F ≥ 1022 erg cm−2 s−1 . (1)

This, together with the constraint on ionization param-

eter, implies that the density be ne ≥ 1.4 × 1020 cm−3.

This density estimate agrees well with the standard thin-

disk model of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). This model
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predicts that the density of a radiation-dominated disk

is ne ∝ m−1

BH
ṁ−2, where mBH = MBH/M⊙, and ṁ is

the mass accretion rate in units of the Eddington accre-

tion rate ṀEdd. Thus, the disk density at R = 2Rg is
ne ∼ 1016−22 cm−3, for maximally spinning black holes

with masses in the range mBH = 106−10, and ṁ ∼ 10%

(see also Figure 1 in Garćıa et al. 2018).

The detailed physical conditions in compact X-ray

source accretion disks are affected by both electromag-
netic and hydrodynamic processes (Balbus & Hawley

1991). Estimates for the gas density depend on detailed

multi-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) cal-

culations and are not simple functions of radius or height
above the disk plane. As an example, MHD simulations

can produce densities ≥1020 cm−3 in the region close

to the disk plane (Noble et al. 2010; Schnittman et al.

2013) for a 10 M⊙ black hole accreting at 10% of the

Eddington luminosity.
Models for fitting to observed relativistic lines be-

gin with models which provide the emitted spectrum

from a localized region of the accretion disk. These ’re-

flection models’ depend on local conditions: ionization
parameter ξ, elemental abundances, ionizing spectrum

shape, electron number density and turbulence. Rates

for atomic processes affecting the ionization, recombina-

tion, excitation and thermal balance are calculated and

used to solve the equations of local balance. This deter-
mines ion fractions and level populations for all astro-

physically abundant elements, as well as electron kinetic

temperature. Line and continuum opacities and emis-

sivities are also calculated. Typical calculations adopt
plane parallel geometry and one dimensional radiation

transfer to calculate synthetic X-ray spectra. For the

purposes of calculating the thermal balance and emit-

ted spectrum of photoionized gases, accuracy and com-

prehensiveness of rate coefficients for atomic processes
are more important for accurate modeling than more

complex geometrical considerations or radiative transfer

algorithms (Kwan & Krolik 1981; Kallman & Palmeri

2007).
Widely used reflection models include those pro-

duced with the reflionx code by Ross & Fabian

(2005, 2007), and those produced with the xil-

lver code by Garćıa & Kallman (2010); Garćıa et al.

(2011, 2013). The latter uses the xstar atomic
database and subroutines for the calculation of

the ionization, excitation, and thermal balance to

determine the line and continuum opacities and

emissivities. xstar1 (Kallman and Bautista 2001;

1 http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/software/xstar/xstar.html

Bautista and Kallman 2001) embodies a relatively com-

plete and up-to-date treatment of the atomic processes

occurring in a photoionized gas, although it is limited

until now to densities ne ≤ 1018 cm−3. The former em-
ploys atomic rate coefficients which are based on low

densities approximations.

The reflection model, and the line emission mi-

crophysics, are linked to determination of spin and

other quantities. Effects of spin are included in the
model by summing the reflection spectrum over disk

area and convolving with a transfer function which

takes into account relativistic effects (Dauser et al. 2014;

Garćıa et al. 2014). Fits to observed lines appear to
show that the best fit spin is correlated with the iron

abundance (Reynolds et al. 2012; Steiner et al. 2012),

and/or with the location of the inner radius of the

accretion disk (e.g., Wang-Ji et al. 2018). Moreover,

a large fraction of relativistic lines in AGN require
iron abundances greater than solar (Reynolds & Fabian

1997; Garćıa et al. 2018b). Iron abundance is typically

the only free parameter available to account for uncer-

tainty in the line reprocessing efficiency in most reflec-
tion models, and the inferred high abundances, and ap-

parent correlation with spin, suggest that the current

models underestimate the rate of iron line production.

The accuracy of the results from all reflection spec-

tral fits are dependent on systematic model limitations,
in addition to any statistical uncertainties. The unre-

solved question of the high iron abundance to fit the ob-

servational data from accreting black holes, as described

above, is perhaps the most obvious indication of model
systematic uncertainties. Recent theoretical works have

explored the effect of higher density grids when comput-

ing the X-ray reflection spectra of accretion disks (still

assuming a constant disk density) using the xillver

code (Garćıa et al. 2016). Calculations performed over
a range of densities, have demonstrated that at suffi-

ciently high densities (ne > 1017 cm−3), ionization ef-

fects result in a significant increase of the atmospheric

temperature. However, limitations in the conventional
atomic data prevented the calculation of these models

at densities above ne = 1019 cm−3.

The implementation of high density reflection models

with current atomic data have already shown to have

important consequences in the analysis of AGN and
black hole binaries (BHBs). In the case of the latter,

these high density models have been tested in two sys-

tems: Cyg X-1 (Tomsick et al. 2018) and GX 339−4

(Jiang et al. 2019). In both cases the iron abundance
predicted by the improved model was significantly de-

creased relative to results obtained with the standard,

lower-density (ne = 1015 cm−3) disk reflection mod-
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els. In the case of AGN, the inclusion of high den-

sity effects could provide a new physical explanation

for the mysterious soft excess observed in the X-ray

spectrum of many Seyfert galaxies. Calculations pre-
sented in Garćıa et al. (2016) suggest that the soft ex-

cess is likely a measure of the density in the accretion

disk, which would transform it into a powerful diagnostic

tool. High density models have been successfully used

to fit the X-ray spectra of the AGN IRAS 13224−3809
(Jiang et al. 2018), Mrk 1044 (Mallick et al. 2018), and

Mrk 509 (Garćıa et al. 2019). A much larger study has

been conducted by Jiang et al. (2019), including a sam-

ple of 17 Seyfert 1 AGN with strong soft excess, us-
ing the same new high density reflection models from

Garćıa et al. (2016). All these sources display strong

soft excess components in their spectra. Similarly to

the results reported for BHBs, fitting the observed soft

excess in these AGN with high density reflection models
resulted in a lower (and more physical) iron abundance

of the reflector (see also discussion in Parker et al. 2018).

The physics of photoionization including densities

beyond those typically assumed for AGN broad line
regions has been discussed previously by Rees et al.

(1989). Density effects in coronal models leading to

the suppression of dielectronic recombination (DR) have

been addressed by Summers (1972). Dufresne, et al.

(2020) have explored the effects of DR suppression and
metastable populations on ionization balance and line

diagnostics in the solar transition region.

The list of processes which can be affected by plasma

effects at the densities near compact objects includes:
(i) The effect of nearby ions on bound electrons which

screens the nuclear charge and reduces the binding.

States with the largest principal quantum numbers can

have their energy levels perturbed or can be unbound.

This ’continuum lowering’ reduces the states which can
be counted when summing to calculate the net rate co-

efficients for recombination or any other process where

high-n states are involved. (ii) Dielectronic recombi-

nation: this process, whereby recombination occurs to-
gether with excitation of a bound electron in the tar-

get ion, is important particularly for photoionized plas-

mas. During the recombination, the doubly excited ion

is particularly fragile and subject to collisional ioniza-

tion. This effectively suppresses the recombination rate
at high density. (iii)Three body recombination: this

process can be important for any bound level at high

density. It can dominate the net recombination rate

and produces a different distribution of excited states
than radiative recombination. (iv) Stimulated radiative

processes will become important when the radiation en-

ergy density is high at the energies of appropriate tran-

sitions, and will enhance the rates for radiative decay

processes. (v) Although metastable levels are already

included in state-of-the-art calculations, at sufficiently

high densities new levels can be collisionally populated
from the ground, thereby affecting the emissivity and

opacity. (vi) At sufficiently high density, the effect of

neighboring ions and electrons can create plasma mi-

crofields that perturb the atomic level structure in ways

which can change which decay or excitation channels are
energetically allowed, and can change atomic wavefunc-

tions and the resulting matrix elements and rate coeffi-

cients. This is formally the same as item (i) but com-

putationally it is treated differently owing to the way
in which we treat high-n states in contrast with lower

excitation states. (vii) Free-free heating is strongest at

high density and for illuminating spectra with flux at

soft energies.

In this paper we present models for photoionized
gas which are appropriate for gas densities up to ∼

1022 cm−3. These are incorporated into the xstar

computer code and all results are derived from this

code. We have also incorporated new atomic data
for odd-Z and low-abundance iron peak elements. In

Kallman and Bautista (2001) we presented a discussion

which overlaps with some of what is presented here,

along with models which could be applied to densities

up to 1016 cm−3. This paper represents an extension of
those models to higher density.

A primary goal of this work is to explore the effect

of high densities on the observable spectra from, for ex-

ample, illuminated disks near black holes. In this pa-
per we lay the groundwork for such calculations by de-

scribing the physical processes and the ingredients which

are incorporated into the xstar code. We include sam-

ple calculations of opacities and emissivities and simple

single-zone spectra. We defer the calculation of physical
models for illuminated disks until a future publication.

In Section 2 we describe the various effects of high den-

sity on atomic rates and our approach to calculating

them. In Section 3 we present results, and in Section 4
we summarize.
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2. PHOTOIONIZATION EQUILIBRIUM

MODELING AT HIGH DENSITY

The microphysical processes in gas very close to a com-

pact object are likely to be affected by the strong radi-

ation field, and also by high gas density. High plasma
density can affect many of the relevant atomic processes,

either by truncating the bound levels with high princi-

pal quantum number (continuum lowering), increasing

importance of collisional processes, or changing the ef-

fective nuclear charge and hence the atomic structure
and associated rate coefficients.

It is worthwhile to discuss in more detail the context

of the models presented in this paper. In our previous

paper (Kallman and Bautista 2001) we described the as-
sumptions used to calculate photoionization models in

gas up to density ∼ 1016 cm−3. Temperatures in the

atomic or ionized gas found by these models range from

∼ 104 to ∼ 108K. In this paper we extend those re-

sults to densities 1022 cm−3. These are limited by the
assumption that the plasma screening parameter µ =
√

4πn2
e

kT be ≤0.5, which permits the application of De-

bye theory to the treatment of the ionic level structure.

These conditions can be compared with those found in
terrestrial plasmas, such as laser-produced plasmas: the

conditions we treat are slightly below those described as

‘High Energy Density’ plasmas, which have P=1Mbar,

and are also mostly above the boundary of strongly cou-

pled plasmas. They are also slightly below the densities
of ‘Warm Dense Plasmas’ (Weisheit & Murillo 2006).

2.1. Atomic Data

Although it is not the primary objective of this paper,

this work coincides with a major updating of the atomic

data for radiative and collisional rates for the odd-Z ele-
ments below Z=20 and the trace elements above Z=20

in the xstar database. This work has been reported in

Mendoza et al. (2018, 2017); Palmeri et al. (2016, 2012).

This results in a growth of the xstar atomic database
by more than a factor 2. Previously, the data for ions

from isoelectronic sequences with 3 or more electrons

relied on hydrogenic approximations for energy levels

and rate coefficients. The new data is the result of cal-

culations using the HFR (Cowan 1981), Autostructure
(Badnell 2011) and GRASP (Grant et al. 1980) codes,

intercomparing results from the various platforms to

understand inconsistencies. Photoionization cross sec-

tions have been calculated using the R-Matrix methods
(Berrington et al. 1995). The new data represents sev-

eral ×104 new lines and levels from all the ions with 3

or more electrons of F, Na, P, Cl, K, Ti, V, Mn, Cr, Co,

Cu and Zn.

2.2. Continuum Lowering Effect for High-n States

Radiative recombination can occur onto levels with

arbitrary principal quantum number n. The slow ∼ 1/n

decrease in the dependence of this rate on principal

quantum number means the ensemble of high-n states
make a significant contribution to the total rate. When

the potential seen by a bound electron becomes domi-

nated by the surrounding ions rather than by the elec-

tron’s own nucleus, then the rates for decay to lower lev-

els are likely to be slower than processes which connect
the electron to the continuum. If so, electrons should

be treated as if not bound to the nucleus. This contin-

uum lowering provides an upper limit to the range of

states with are considered bound to the ion. Our treat-
ment of this process and its effect on the recombination

rates, and much of the discussion in this subsection, is

the same as presented in Kallman and Bautista (2001)

extended to higher densities.

xstar does not directly use the total recombination
rate, but rather calculates rates onto a set of spectro-

scopic levels, typically with principal quantum numbers

n ≤6, using photoionization cross sections and the Milne

relation. Then it calculates a photoionization cross sec-
tion for one or more fictitious superlevels. The recom-

bination rate onto the superlevel is calculated from the

photoionization cross section via the Milne relation. The

total recombination rate onto the ion is the sum of the

rate onto the superlevels plus the rates onto the spec-
troscopic levels. The photoionization cross section from

the superlevel is chosen so that when it is used to calcu-

late a recombination rate, and all the rates are summed,

the total recombination rate for the superlevel(s) plus
the spectroscopic levels adds to the total rate taken

from one of the compilations by ADAS (Badnell et al.

2003) where available and from Aldrovandi & Pequignot

(1973) otherwise. The R-Matrix photoionization cross

sections for the spectroscopic levels include resonances,
so their application to recombination via the Milne rela-

tion therefore implicitly includes the inverse of the reso-

nance ionization channel, which is dielectronic recombi-

nation. This does not result in double counting of these
dielectronic recombination channels because the recom-

bination rate onto the superlevels is chosen so that it,

plus the Milne rates onto the spectroscopic levels, sums

to the correct total rate. The superlevels decay directly

to ground without the emission of any observable cas-
cade radiation for ions with 3 or more electrons. The

exception is the decay of the H- and He- isoelectronic

sequences, for which we have explicitly calculated the

decay of the superlevels to the spectroscopic levels using
a full cascade calculation (Bautista et al. 1998, 2000).

The superlevels are chosen to have energies close to the
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continuum. We include both radiative and collisional

transitions to the ground level (and other levels in the

case of H- and He-like ions). We include collisional cou-

pling of the superlevels to the continuum for H- and
He-like ions. For other isoelectronic sequences the su-

perlevels decay only to ground and so will not lead to

enhanced line emission. We apply density-dependent

suppression factors to the recombination rates onto the

superlevel in order to take into account density effects
on radiative and dielectronic recombination.

Various detailed criteria can be used to describe the

cutoff value of n including: Debye screening occurs when

atomic binding is dominated by screening of the nu-
clear charge by nearby electrons. Particle packing occurs

when the mean internuclear separation in the plasma is

smaller than the distance from the nucleus to the high-n

ionic orbitals. Stark broadening occurs when the fluc-

tuating microfield from nearby changes causes atomic
levels to merge with each other (Inglis & Teller 1939).

The effective continuum level is set by the minimum of

these criteria.

Estimates of the high-n cutoff due to particle pack-
ing can be made based on when the mean inter-nuclear

distance becomes smaller than the size of the atomic

orbital. If so, one can define the high-n cutoff level as

(Hahn 1997)

nP = (1.9× 108Z)1/2n−1/6
e = 6.4Z1/2n

−1/6
20

(2)

where we use n for the principal quantum number and

ne for the gas number density, n20 is the number density

in units of 1020 cm−3, and Z is the nuclear charge.

The importance of Debye screening can be estimated
using Debye-Huckel theory. The characteristic length is

λD =

√

kT

4πne
= 2.4× 10−7n

−1/2
20

T
1/2
4

cm (3)

where T is the gas temperature and T4 is the gas temper-
ature in units of 104 K. This corresponds to an atomic

level near a nucleus with charge Z with principal quan-

tum number

nD = 4.8n
−1/4
20

T
1/4
4

Z (4)

Under a high concentration of singly charged ions in
a plasma, a microelectric field is formed that will lead

to Stark broadening of the atomic levels. Then, for suf-

ficiently high-n numbers, the atomic levels will merge

with each other, which lowers the continuum. In this

case the continuum level is given by (Inglis & Teller
1939)

nS = (1.8× 1026Z6/ne)
2/15 = 6.8Z4/5n

−2/15
20

(5)

For temperatures lower than 105(Z2/ne)K , the elec-

trons contribute to the broadening through the static

Stark effect. Therefore the density ne in the Equation

(5) should include both positive and negative charges.

At higher temperatures the electrons contribute to the

broadening by means of collisions, but this is smaller
than the Stark effect of the same electrons at lower tem-

peratures. At high temperatures only positive charges

are considered for this equation.

The effective continuum level nC is the minimum of

nP , nD, and nS . In the case of oxygen, for example,
under conditions of T = 105 K and ne = 1016 cm−3,

only levels with n ≤83 are bound, while at ne = 1020

cm−3 only levels with n ≤ 18 are bound (Bautista et al.

1998). The scaling of the various cutoffs with plasma
conditions are apparent from equations 2, 4, 5: at high

density particle packing provides the lowest limit to

the allowed principal quantum number; at low density

and low Z Stark broadening dominates; Debye screening

dominates at low temperature, low Z and high density.
We note that none of these expressions is intended to

be applied at densities beyond 1022 cm−3, where ion-

sphere or equivalent expressions are more appropriate.

We have implemented the above expressions leading to
nC , and then used them for a summation of the hy-

drogenic rate coefficients. These are used to calculate

a fraction, which we call a suppression factor, which is

the sum of the rates over n up to nC divided by the

sum of the rates over n up to a typical low density cut-
off of 200. This suppression factor is then applied to

standard low density radiative recombination rate coef-

ficients from ADAS (Badnell et al. 2003) where available

and from Aldrovandi & Pequignot (1973) otherwise.
All of the scaling relations contributing to the estimate

for nC are based on hydrogenic energy levels. Therefore

estimates of the expressions for the cutoff n are only

valid for high-n states. Furthermore, we only apply the

suppression factor to the superlevel, so this treatment
alone can never reduce the radiative recombination rate

below the summed rates onto the spectroscopic levels.

In Section 2.6 we describe how we treat density effects at

densities such that the n cutoff affects the spectroscopic
levels.

2.3. Dielectronic Recombination

Dielectronic recombination (DR) occurs when a re-
combination event is accompanied by an excitation of

the recombining ion. The resulting doubly excited ion

can be re-ionized by collisions instead of decaying. These

effects have been discussed and modeled beginning with
Summers (1972). Badnell et al. (1993) showed that low

density dielectronic recombination rates in widespread

use produce ionization balance curves for oxygen which

are inaccurate by large factors at densities ne ∼ 1013
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cm−3. Dielectronic recombination separates into high

temperature and low temperature. In the former case,

the core excitation involves a change in principal quan-

tum number n, and the captured electron is in a high-n
state, while in the latter case the core excitation has

∆n=0 and the captured electron is in a state with lower

n (hydrogenic ions and those with closed shells cannot

participate in this process). The high temperature case

is expected to be more susceptible to density effects.
Nikolić et al. (2013) provide convenient expressions for

the effect of finite density on dielectronic recombination,

applicable to DR at densities up to ne = 1020 cm−3.

These expressions are based on extrapolating the results
of Badnell et al. (1993) across densities, and also apply-

ing simple rules for which doubly excited levels are likely

to be produced for various isoelectronic sequences. This

allows them to supply scaling expressions for the sup-

pression of DR due to electron collisions. They predict
that dielectronic recombination will be almost entirely

suppressed for many ions at the highest densities. We

incorporate these into our treatment of this process for

all ions, as it affects the rates into the superlevels de-
scribed in the previous subsection. At density ne ∼ 1020

cm−3 DR suppression renders it negligible and we use

the value at that density for all higher values.

2.4. Three Body Recombination

According to a semi-classical formulation, three body

recombination occurs when an electron approaches an

ion with kinetic energy greater than the binding en-
ergy of the recombined level and that a second elec-

tron be within the same volume in order to carry away

the liberated energy. Three body recombination is the

inverse of collisional ionization. Three body recombi-

nation coefficients increase with the principal quantum
number roughly as n3. Radiative recombination coeffi-

cients scale with the principal quantum number roughly

as n−1. Therefore, the contribution of three body re-

combination to the total recombination process will shift
toward higher excitation states as the nuclear charge of

the ion increases. For example, at temperature T = 105

K and density ne = 1020 cm−3, three body rates dom-

inate over radiative rates for direct recombination, not

considering cascades, of levels with n ≥2 for oxygen,
and n ≥3 for neon. Three body recombination has a

rate per unit volume scales with density ∝ n3e, while ra-

diative and dielectronic recombination scale ∝ n2e. Thus

three body gains in importance at high density. The
importance of three body recombination rates increase

with respect to the radiative rates as temperature de-

creases. The total recombination rate onto the H-like ion

and onto the n=2 states by means of the cascades from

higher states will be dominated by three body recombi-

nation at temperatures below approximately 3 ×105 K

for density ne = 1017 cm−3. Three body recombination

will affect the ionization balance of the plasma and the
emitted recombination spectrum. As three body recom-

bination occurs preferentially onto highly excited levels,

the line emission from these levels will be strongly en-

hanced. In hydrogenic ions, Lyman-series line emission

is also enhanced due to the cascades from high levels
onto the n = 2 state multiplet.

Three body recombination can affect all levels at high

densities. We implement this process for all levels.

This requires collisional ionization cross sections; we
use values from the literature for ground states and

excited states where available (Bautista and Kallman

2001). We use hydrogenic rates for excited levels where

other rates are not available. The excited levels which

are treated explicitly in the calculations by ourselves
and others are typically those which can be most easily

excited from the ground level by electron collisions, sup-

plemented by those which can be populated by radiative

recombination. In our case, these come primarily from
the chianti collection (Landi et al. 2013). Three body

recombination can populate levels with a different set of

properties: large collisional coupling to the continuum.

Our total recombination rates also implement the

Nikolic (Nikolić et al. 2013) DR suppression multiply-
ing the ADAS recombination rates (Badnell et al. 2003),

new cascade calculations for H- and He-like ions which

are valid up to densities ne = 1022 cm−3 and the contin-

uum lowering treatment which was used since Paper I.
We also include three body recombination using the in-

verse of our collisional ionization rates, which are mostly

hydrogenic, for the ground and most singly excited lev-

els.

2.5. Stimulated Processes

Stimulated processes become important when the ra-
diation intensity approaches the value for a blackbody

at the local temperature. This ratio can be expressed

as the photon occupation number Fε(2ε
3/h3c2)−1 where

Fε is the monochromatic intensity at energy ε. This is

approximately Fε−4

keV 1.5 × 10−23 where F is the total
intensity (in erg cm−2 s−1) and εkeV is the photon en-

ergy in keV. Using the estimated flux from Equation 1,

shows that this quantity can be greater than unity. This

is most likely to be true for εkeV ≤ 1, corresponding to
valence shell recombination. An accurate assessment of

the importance of stimulated processes can only come

from a detailed calculation, owing to the sensitivity of

the occupation number to photon energy.
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Most calculations of line formation treat line trans-

fer using an escape probability formalism; this implic-

itly takes into account stimulated line emission by ther-

mal radiation generated within the gas. It does not
take into account stimulated emission from external pho-

tons. Stimulated recombination can enhance recombi-

nation rates, which can affect inferences about the sur-

vival of iron ions against photoionization in accretion

flows. Stimulated bound-bound decay can enhance line
emission. Stimulated Compton scattering can affect the

Comptonized spectrum but not the electron heating or

cooling (Sazonov & Sunyaev 2001).

Stimulated processes are straightforward to include
in a calculation of level populations; rates for recom-

bination and radiative decay are enhanced by a factor

1 + Fε/
2ε3

h3c2 at each energy in the integral expression

for the net rate. This has been incorporated in the xs-

tar code, but only for recombination. The effects on
bound-bound radiative decay employ an escape proba-

bility treatment.

2.6. Atomic Structure at High Density

The scaling relations for the high-n cutoff of the to-

tal radiative recombination rates described in Section

2.2 are based on the assumption that the high-n levels

involved are hydrogenic. These corrections are applied
only to the recombination rate onto the superlevel, i.e.

the fictitious level which represents the highly excited

levels which are not explicitly treated in our multilevel

calculation. The recombination rates into levels other
than the superlevel, i.e. the spectroscopic levels, are un-

affected by the recombination rates described in Section

2.2.

We take into account density effects on the spec-

troscopic levels by implementing the results of atomic
structure calculated by Deprince et al. (2020a, 2019a,b).

These authors carried out ab initio calculations of the

structure of all stages of oxygen and iron ions using the

Multi-Configuration Dirac-Fock code together using a
time-averaged Debye-Hückel potential to represent the

plasma effects. They calculated the atomic structure i.e.

the energy levels, the first ionization potentials (IPs),

the K-thresholds, the wavelengths, and the decay ra-

diative and Auger rates. They showed that the largest
effect of the Debye-Hückel potential at high density is

on the lowering of the IP. Lowering is important not

only for the IP but also for the K-threshold and for all

other thresholds. This will have consequences for ion-
ization balance and also for opacities. The energy level

structure and rates affecting inner shells are not strongly

affected by densities in the range that we consider here.

In Debye theory the effects of screening are parameter-

ized by the plasma screening parameter

µ =

√

4πn2e
kT

, (6)

where T is the electron kinetic temperature and ne is

the electron density. The Debye-Hückel theory is valid

for a weakly coupled plasma, i.e. for a plasma coupling

parameter Γ < 1 and defined as

Γ =
e2

(4πǫ0dkT )
(7)

with d = (3/4πne)
1/3 for a completely ionized hydrogen

plasma (with plasma ionization Z∗ = 1). In a plasma

with gas number density ne = 1020 cm−3 and tempera-

ture T = 104K, then µ ≃ 0.1. Thus the results in this

paper are applicable for densities up to ne ∼ 1022 cm−3

for T ∼ 106K. The examples we give in the next section

focus on these conditions.

The calculations show that the change in the first ion-

ization potential obeys a relatively simple scaling rela-
tion which is (Deprince et al. 2020b):

∆IP(eV) ≃ −26.30µZeff (8)

where Zeff = Z−N+1 and Z is the nuclear charge and

N is the number of bound electrons. The K-threshold
and other thresholds obey a similar ’universal’ formula,

i.e.

∆EK(eV ) = −27.28 µZeff (9)

These relations are shown graphically in Deprince et al.

(2020b). It is important to note that the absolute value

of the IP lowering increases ∝ Zeff while the ioniza-

tion parameter itself scales crudely ∝ Z2

eff . There-

fore the relative importance of IP lowering, measured
as ∆(IP)/IP, is greatest for small Zeff , i.e. low Z and

nearly neutral ions.

We implement the ionization potential lowering cal-

culated by Deprince et al. (2020a, 2019a,b) in xstar by
changing the ionization potentials for all bound levels

according to Equation (8). The excitation energies rel-

ative to ground are not changed. However, levels for

which the excitation energy is greater than the new low-

ered ionization potential are excluded from the calcula-
tion, as are all processes connected to those levels. The

most important effect of this is to suppress recombina-

tion, since most recombinations are to highly excited

levels. xstar calculates recombination using the Milne
relation for most bound levels, plus additional recombi-

nation into a fictitious ’superlevel’ which is close to the

continuum. IP lowering often results in truncation of

the superlevel, with the accompanying decrease in the
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total recombination rate. This procedure has the draw-

back that it is done in preprocessing, so we must assume

a single value of the screening parameter µ for an entire

model.

2.7. Free-free Heating

We have also implemented free-free heating in xstar.

This process may lead to strong heating at high densi-

ties, but the amount depends on the shape of the inci-

dent radiation spectrum. Both free-free and Compton
heating depend on averages over the illuminating SED.

It is easy to show that the temperature (in units of 104K)

below which free-free heating exceeds Compton heating

is:

T4 = 4.04× 10−14Z4g2n2e

(

< ε−3 >

< ε > −4kT

)2

(10)

where Z is the ion charge, g ∼ 1 is the Gaunt factor,

ne is the gas number density, and we have assumed a

power law spectrum of radiation responsible for both
the free-free and Compton heating. α is the slope of the

ionizing spectrum in energy units, εmin,eV is the min-

imum energy of the ionizing power law, and < ε > is

the mean photon energy. Inserting plausible values for

these parameters: shows that free-free heating can affect
the gas up to the Compton temperature, TIC ≥ 107K

for densities ne ≥ 1010 cm−3. In what follows we adopt

a spectrum which has a lower level of free-free heating;

we take a power law which is effectively cut off below
13.6 eV. With this spectrum the temperature at high

ionization parameter, where only free-free and Comp-

ton processes are important, is T = 9.1× 107K at a gas

density ne = 1020 cm−3. This can be compared with

the Compton temperature for this spectrum which is
TIC = 5.6× 107K. This choice of spectrum is motivated

by a desire to illustrate the effects of the other processes

which affect gas at high density besides free-free heating;

a spectrum with a single power law extending to ∼0.1 eV
can have an equilibrium temperature T ≥ 109K under

comparable conditions. Furthermore, in many AGN the

observed flux at energies below ∼a few eV is likely repro-

cessed at large distances from the center, and the true

soft flux incident on gas close to the center is very un-
certain (eg. Devereux & Heaton (2013)). Nevertheless,

under a range of plausible conditions, free-free heating

can have a significant quantitative effect on photoion-

ization models for AGN (Ogorzalek et al. 2020). The
importance of this process in photoionization models at

densities up to ne ∼ 1013 cm−3 has also been pointed

out by Rees et al. (1989).

2.8. Photoionization Models

The work presented in this paper incorporates the

corrections to atomic rate coefficients described so far

into calculations of line reprocessing using the xstar

package. It calculates ionization, temperature, opac-
ity and emissivity of X-ray gas self-consistently. It is

in widespread use for synthesizing X-ray, UV and op-

tical spectra of astrophysical sources where photoion-

ization is important and for analysis of high resolution

X-ray data. The code and atomic database, along with
the warmabs/photemis analytic models for xspec, are

freely available as part of the HEASoft2 ftools package.

The standard xstar distribution3 includes all elements

with Z ≤ 30.
The atomic data used by xstar is taken from pub-

lished sources, including our own, and is freely avail-

able via our website. These data include: energy

levels, line wavelengths, oscillator strengths, photoion-

ization cross sections, recombination rate coefficients,
and electron impact excitation and ionization rates

(Kallman & Palmeri 2007). Atomic data for Li, Be, and

B makes use of hydrogenic scalings for most quantities.

Results include calculations of general purpose ioniza-
tion balance and temperature curves, for various den-

sities up to those appropriate for relativistic lines near

compact objects. These can be used to calculate the

emissivity and opacity for X-ray lines and continuum as

a function of ionization parameter and density. The im-
plementation of the high density atomic rate coefficients

will be included in the standard public xstar distribu-

tion.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Recombination

Figure 1 shows the total recombination rates used by

xstar as functions of temperature and density for sam-

ple ions. Rates (units cm3 s−1) are shown as colors with

logarithmic values shown in the color bars on the right
side. Many of the features of these plots are familiar:

at low density, the rates are globally decreasing with

temperature, which is due to radiative recombination,

and with a local maximum near log(T4) ∼ 1 − 2 due

to dielectronic recombination. At higher densities, it is
apparent that the dielectronic recombination bump be-

comes weaker and disappears between density ne ∼ 1010

– 1015 cm−3. At still higher densities the effect of three

body recombination is apparent in the strong increase in
recombination rate above density ne ∼ 1018 cm−3. The

different ions display the dependence on atomic num-

2 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/
3 https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xstar/xstar.html

https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/lheasoft/
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xstar/xstar.html
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ber and ionization stage: For He II the DR bump oc-

curs at log(T4) ≃ 1.5 – 2 at low densities; the maxi-

mum suppression of recombination occurs near density

ne ∼ 1015 cm−3; three body recombination becomes im-
portant above density ne ∼ 1018 cm−3. For Fe XVII the

low density behavior is dominated by the DR bump.

This is gone at densities ne ≥ 1015 cm−3. For Fe the

three body recombination comes in at higher densities

than for lower-Z elements. For Fe XXIV there is little
density dependence in the total recombination rate.

3.2. Ionization Balance

Figure 2 shows the ionization balance for an optically

thin gas vs. ionization parameter at various densities

shown as colors ne = 104, 1019, 1020, 1021, 1022 cm−3.

The low density ne = 104 cm−3 results display the gen-

eral properties of these models: (i) lower ion stages pre-
dominate at lower ionization parameter; (ii) higher Z

elements are more resistant to ionization and so their

mean charge state is lower for a given ionization pa-

rameter than for low-Z elements; (iii) the temperature
ranges from the Compton temperature ≥ 107K at high

ionization parameter to ∼ 104 K at low ionization pa-

rameter where the gas becomes neutral.

At higher densities ionization potential lowering re-

sults in the truncation of the levels down to an energy
which is a significant fraction of the low density ion-

ization potential in this case. For example, for H at a

density 1020 cm−3, the ionization potential is lowered

by 1.8 eV. This results in lower net recombination into
all ions. Figure 2 shows that this has a significant ef-

fect throughout parameter space, and that essentially

all elements are more highly ionized than when this ef-

fect is neglected under the same conditions, owing to

the reduced net recombination rate. The temperature is
higher owing to free-free heating and reduced collisional

cooling.

More detail about the differences between low and

high density are shown in Figure 3. This compares the
ion fractions for selected elements and temperature for

models with low and high density and for high density

models with and without some of the high density ingre-

dients. The red curve corresponds to high density with

all the ingredients in Section 2 included; the blue curve
omits the change in ionization potential; the green curve

omits free-free heating. The black curve is the low den-

sity curve. This shows that the effect on temperature is

to increase the temperature at high density by factors
≥ 10 at low ionization parameter. Free-free heating is

important at high ionization parameter, and increases

the temperature by factors ≥2. This result depends on

the shape of the illuminating SED, particularly at low

energies, and here we have chosen an SED which is weak

at low energies. It is clear that most elements are more

highly ionized at high densities, due to both the suppres-

sion of recombination and also to collisional ionization
and reduced recombination due to higher temperatures.

The effect of IP lowering, i.e. the difference between the

red and blue curves is most apparent for the low-Z ele-

ments; IP lowering results in much higher ionization of

these elements owing to the fact that the level list for
most ions is truncated and recombination is greatly re-

duced due to the omitted levels. The dependence of this

effect on the effective ion charge is apparent in the iron

ion fraction distribution: the low charge states show a
much greater difference between the red and blue curves

while the highest charge states show very little differ-

ence.

3.3. Heating-Cooling

Heating and cooling, and therefore the equilibrium

temperature, are affected by density. At low density,

electron impact collisions remove energy from the elec-
tron thermal bath and thus produce cooling. The rates

per unit volume scale with density ne as n2e. Electron

impact cooling produces a characteristic local maximum

in the cooling function vs. temperature, at temperatures

∼ 105 – 106K, due to the presence of atomic transitions
with energies ∼ 100 – 1000 eV. This bump is stronger

when the gas is at lower ionization, i.e. when pho-

toionization is weak. Heating is due to photoionization,

which produces fast photoelectrons which heat as they
slow down by scattering with thermal electrons, and

also Comptonization which heats due to recoil. Heat-

ing rates per unit volume therefore scale as Fne where

F is the net flux. When both heating and cooling rates

are divided by density n2e, to give the rates per parti-
cle, the heating rate is proportional to the ionization

parameter ξ = 4πF/ne. Figure 4 displays this behavior.

The upper left panel shows the net heating and cool-

ing rates H,Λ per particle vs temperature for various
ionization parameters for the photoionization conditions

corresponding to the lowest density shown in Figure 2,

i.e. density ne = 104 cm−3. Cooling is black, heating

is red. Green dots show the equilibrium temperatures.

The bump in the cooling curve above 105K is appar-
ent, and also the fact that the bump weakens at high ξ.

The cooling curves have a net increase with temperature,

with the exception of the region near the bump, owing

to processes which are smoothly varying with temper-
ature including bremsstrahlung and radiative recombi-

nation. Higher temperatures result in reduced recombi-

nation and increased collisional ionization and therefore

net higher ionization of the gas. This results in reduced
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photoelectric heating at higher temperature, and this

is apparent in the red curves. At higher ionization pa-

rameter Compton heating and cooling dominate and the

curves converge over much of the parameter space. At
temperatures ≥ 108K, which is not apparent in this Fig-

ure, the Compton cooling increases ∝ T . Other panels

in Figure 4 show the behavior of heating and cooling at

low density for gas which is held at constant pressure.

If so, the relevant ionization parameter is Ξ = F/(cP )
(Krolik et al. 1981) where P is the gas pressure. The

upper right panel shows the heating and cooling per par-

ticle vs. T for various values of Ξ. The bottom panels

show heating and cooling values in the (Ξ-T) plane. On
the lower left the values are shown as colors, where the

color value corresponds to log(H/n2e − Λ/n2e) + 20 for

(H/n2e − Λ/n2e) ≥ 0 and −log(Λ/n2e − H/n2e) + 20 for

(H/n2e − Λ/n2e) ≤ 0. The black curve shows the equilib-

rium temperature, which has a characteristic ‘S-shape’
indicative of thermal instability. The lower right panel

shows contours of constant heating and cooling sepa-

rately in the (Ξ-T) plane. Dashed curves depict heating,

solid cooling.
As indicated in Figure 2, at the highest densities three

body recombination dominates over other recombina-

tion processes. Three body recombination produces net

heating since the third electron carries away the energy

liberated in the process. This is apparent in Figure 5,
which shows heating and cooling at density ne = 1020

cm−3. Comparison with Figure 4 shows that there is

significant heating throughout the parameter space, but

greater at higher ionization parameter. Free-free heating
also contributes. The resulting equilibrium temperature

is greater than at low density by approximately a factor

of 10. Another feature of the equilibrium temperature

distribution at this density is the disappearance of the

thermal instability; the strong temperature-dependent
cooling seen at low density is absent. Accompanying

this is the fact that the contours of constant heating

and cooling are nearly congruent, in contrast to the low

density behavior. This is a manifestation of the fact that
in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), the heating

and cooling balance each other identically at all temper-

atures, and there is no preferred equilibrium tempera-

ture. At the density shown here, LTE is attained for the

level populations and rates affecting many of the ions in
the gas. This was illustrated in Kallman and Bautista

(2001), Figure 10.

3.4. Line Emissivities

Line emissivities are affected by density in different

ways according to the dominant process for the line

emission. Lines emitted by recombination or electron

impact collisions depend on density according to n2e.

Lines emitted by resonance scattering or fluorescence

are proportional to gas density and the radiation flux,

which is equivalent to density n2eξ. In the previous sub-
section we have shown that the high density model with

ne = 1020 cm−3 produces higher ionization and higher

temperature than the ne = 104 cm−3 model. The gen-

erally higher ionization balance shifts the line emissivity

in ionization parameter space. Figure 6 shows the emis-
sivities in units erg cm3 s−1, i.e. emissivity with the

density n2e dependence divided. Comparison of the pan-

els of Figure 6 shows that the density n2e scaling works

in an approximate sense, the envelope of most of the
emissivities is similar between the two densities. The

emissivities per ion are very similar between the two

models, though the curves for each ion are shifted to-

wards lower ξ in the high density models. This suggests

that, when these rates are used to calculate the flux
from a physical model for a X-ray illuminated slab of

gas at density ne = 1020 cm−3, the total line flux es-

caping the slab will be similar to a low density model,

though shifted in energy owing to the higher degree of
ionization. In this paper, we will not present physical

model slabs, since these depend on solutions to the ra-

diative transfer equation, and that is beyond the scope

of this paper. We will present such models in a future

publication.

3.5. Opacity and Emissivity

The opacity of gas at high density differs from that
at low density due to the free-free opacity. This is ap-

parent in comparison of Figures 7 and 8. The left hand

panels show the opacity vs. energy at various ioniza-

tion parameters. The opacity is small at high ioniza-

tion parameter, so opacity is dominated by Thomson
scattering. Photoelectric opacity gains in importance at

lower ionization parameter, with significant energy de-

pendence. At the highest ionization parameters edges

due to highly ionized Fe and Ni are apparent. At lower
ionization parameter, log(ξ)∼ 0 – 2, there is strong opac-

ity between ∼0.5 – 2 keV from intermediate-Z elements.

At low ionization parameter bound-free opacity from H

and He and from valence shells of low ionization met-

als dominate. At high density opacity from these ions
are augmented by free-free opacity which has power law

behavior in energy.

Emissivity behaves in an analogous way, progress-

ing from predominantly free-free at high ionization pa-
rameter to radiative recombination continua (RRCs)

(Liedahl et al. 1990) at lower ionization parameter. The

low- and high density models differ at low energies,

where the low density models shows a strong increase
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Figure 4. Heating and cooling rates vs. ionization parameter and temperature at density ne = 104 cm−3. Upper two panels
show heating and cooling. Different curves correspond to different ionization parameter, red=heating, blue=cooling. Green dots
correspond to equilibrium values. Upper left panel is for gas which is held at constant density, upper right panel is for gas held
at constant pressure. The bottom panels show heating and cooling values in the (Ξ-T) plane. On the lower left the values are
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e)+20 for (H/n2

e−Λ/n2
e) ≥ 0 and −log(Λ/n2

e−H/n2
e)+20

for (H/n2
e − Λ/n2

e) ≤ 0. The black curve shows the equilibrium temperature, which has a characteristic ‘S-shape’ indicative of
thermal instability. The lower right panel shows contours of constant heating and cooling separately in the (Ξ-T) plane. Dashed
curves are heating, solid are cooling.
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Figure 5. Heating and cooling rates vs. ionization parameter and temperature at density ne = 1020 cm−3. Upper two panels
show heating and cooling. Different curves correspond to different ionization parameter, red=heating, blue=cooling. Green dots
correspond to equilibrium values. Upper left panel is for gas which is held at constant density, upper right panel is for gas held
at constant pressure. The bottom panels show heating and cooling values in the (Ξ-T) plane. On the lower left the values are
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e) ≤ 0. The black curve shows the equilibrium temperature, which has a characteristic ‘S-shape’ indicative of
thermal instability. The lower right panel shows contours of constant heating and cooling separately in the (Ξ-T) plane. Dashed
curves are heating, solid are cooling.
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Figure 6. Line emissivities vs. ionization parameter log(ξ) at density ne = 104 (left) and ne = 1020 cm−3 (right).
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in total emissivity at low ionization parameters. The

high density models do not, owing to the fact that the

ionization balance is changing less with ionization pa-

rameter.

3.6. Level Populations

At high density many of the levels of ground terms

and configurations become populated by collisions, i.e.

the collisional rates linking the levels become faster than

the radiative decays. This is an extension of the familiar
process leading to population of metastable levels in neb-

ulae. Observations in many cases constrain these pop-

ulations via the line emission or absorption indicating

population of the upper or lower levels. An illustration
is the B-like ion Fe XXII, in which the 2s22p ground term

is split into the j = 1/2 ground level and j = 3/2 ex-

cited level. The critical density leading to population of

the excited levels is ∼ 1014 cm−3 (Mauche et al. 2004).

Above this density the line 2s22p3/2 − 2s23d5/2 at 11.92
Å can appear in absorption, in addition to the ground

state line 2s22p1/2 − 2s23d3/2 at 11.77 Å. The 11.92 Å

line has been detected in astrophysical systems includ-

ing the black hole transient GROJ1655-40 (Miller et al.
2006), and this is indicative of reprocessing in a high

density medium. It has also been used by King et al.

(2012) to constrain absorber density in in the Seyfert-1

Galaxy NGC 4051.

Figure 9 shows the spectrum predicted by xstar

in the region containing the Fe XXII lines, together

with the Chandra High Energy Transmission Grating

(HETG) spectrum of GROJ1655-40 (Miller et al. 2006).

The three panels correspond to densities ne = 104 cm−3,
1016 cm−3, 1020 cm−3. The data clearly shows the pres-

ence of both the 11.77 and 11.92 Å lines. The panels

show that the ne = 104 cm−3 model fits the 11.77 Å line

but fails to fit the 11.92 Å line. The ne = 1016 cm−3

model fits both lines qualitatively. The ne = 1020 cm−3

model shows the presence of many other lines arising

from excited levels which require this density for excita-

tion. Notable among them is the line at 11.748 Å which

arises from the 2s2p2(3D3/2) level. This line is stronger
than the 11.97 Å line at this density. This illustrates

that the absence of such lines in the spectrum sets an

upper limit on the density in this source.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have explored the effects of high den-
sities on models for astrophysical gas ionized and heated

by photoionization. Our models are valid up to density

ne ∼ 1022 cm−3; we have illustrated our results with

models at ne ∼ 1020 cm−3. We have shown that:

• As density is increased above ne ∼ 104 cm−3, the

net recombination decreases, due to the suppres-

sion of dielectronic recombination, leading to gen-

erally higher ionization for comparable conditions.

• This trend is reversed at higher density ne ≥ 1015

cm−3, due to the onset of three body recombina-

tion, leading to generally lower ionization for com-

parable conditions.

• Lower ionization generally leads to greater pho-
toionization heating, and thus higher temperature.

• Stimulated recombination becomes important at

high radiation intensities, and this accompanies

high gas densities when the ionization parameter
is held fixed. The net effect is similar to the effect

of three body recombination.

• Additional heating at high density comes from

free-free heating, again due to the greater local

radiation intensity.

• When the effective ionization potential is reduced

due to Debye screening to the point where many

excited levels are in the continuum, the behavior of

many ions changes qualitatively. The net recom-
bination rate is again reduced, and line emission

and cooling efficiencies are also reduced.

• Many of these processes depend on the effective

charge of the ion: higher densities are needed

to make three body recombination important for
highly charged ions compared with near-neutrals;

continuum lowering effects are more important for

low charge ions, compared with highly charged

ions at a given density.

• Comparison of ionization and thermal balance be-

tween low (ne = 104 cm−3) and high density

(ne = 1020 cm−3) photoionization models shows

that the latter are hotter by up to a factor of 10,

and significantly more highly ionized for a given
ionization parameter. Thermal instability at con-

stant pressure does not occur.

• Line emissivities and opacities generally obey sim-

ple scaling behavior, but there are important de-
partures which will affect model spectra.

• Densities greater than those considered previously

lead to excitation of new metastable levels and ac-

companying line formation.
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Figure 7. Opacity (left) and continuum emissivity (right) for a low density ne = 104 cm−3 model for various values of ionization
parameter shown log(ξ) in the legend. Thomson opacity is not included.
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The xstar atomic rate coefficients and code calculat-

ing ionization balance, atomic level populations, tem-

perature, emissivity and opacity is also used in calcu-

lation of the reflection spectra from Compton-thick at-
mospheres with the xillver code by Garćıa & Kallman

(2010); Garćıa et al. (2011, 2013). These models also

allow treatment of angle dependence of the radiation

field, both the effect of non-normal incident radiation

and also the angle dependence of the reflected radiation.

In subsequent papers we will present models at densi-

ties appropriate to astrophysical sources which exhibit

reflection spectra. These will include all the ingredients
of the Garćıa et al. (2013) models, and span similar free

parameter values, plus include the revisions to atomic

rate coefficients described so far.

APPENDIX

A. APPENDIX

It is worthwhile to compare the particular effects of the density, and other recent changes to predictions of xstar to

typical variations between the predictions of other models and codes designed for solving similar problems. These have
been described in the proceedings of the series of non-LTE workshops, and in the publications by Ralchenko (2016);

Hansen et al. (2020). Most of these codes have been applied extensively to terrestrial plasmas, such as laser-produced

plasmas. Comparisons with those codes necessarily focusses on elements which are of interest to astrophysics. We

have compared xstar results with two of the models described in the compilation of model results by Hansen et al.
(2020).

The first comparison is a model for Si produced primarily by photoionization, denoted ’steady state Si’ in that paper.

The ionizing spectrum is chosen to be a blackbody with kT=63 eV, with flux specified as either the full blackbody

or else diluted by 10x. We compare with the models with density 1019 cm−3, which then corresponds to ionization

parameter values log(ξ)=1.3 or 0.3. The resulting ionization balance of these models are shown in figure 10. The
ensemble of other code results are shown as grey curves and xstar is shown in red. This shows that our models

produce an ionization balance which is slightly less than most other models for the high-ξ model but is very similar

to the other models for the low-ξ model.

The second comparison is a model for Ne produced by collisional ionization, denoted ’steady state Ne’ by
Hansen et al. (2020). We compare with the models with density 1019 cm−3 and 1021 cm−3. The resulting mean

charge vs. temperature is shown in figure 11. The ensemble of other code results are shown as grey curves and xstar

is shown in red. This shows that our models produce mean ion charge which is less than the average of the other

models by 0.2 dex for both densities, though we note the dispersion among the other results is larger than this. We

also note that the change in the mean charge between the two densities is also ∼0.2 dex, and that this is similar to the
behavior of the mean of the models shown in Hansen et al. (2020). The xstar results are derived from the rates from

Bryans et al. (2006) at low density, and agree with those results identically at density 104 cm−3. At higher density the

xstar results predict lower mean ion charge than the models cited in the Hansen et al. (2020) compilation by about

0.1 dex on average. One possible reason for this is the treatment of electron impact excitation from metastable levels
to doubly excited levels, which then autoionize. This process is included in the low density rates from Bryans et al.

(2006) for collisions from the ground state, but xstar likely has fewer such transitions included for metastables states

which are populated at density ≥ 1019 cm−3.
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